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PPooppppiinn’’ PPrroovveerrbbss
A program for children

by Faye Spieker



CAST

WISE GUYS and FOOL DUDES are in each vignette. Girls or boys
may play these roles. Three actors are plenty for both but use more if
you have children needing parts.

PROFESSOR PROVERBS introduces the program and reads the
selections from Proverbs.

POPPERS sing “The Poppin’ Proverbs Song” and show the titles of the
vignettes on signs. If you have several Poppers, choose a different child
each time to say the reference and title. One Popper makes a popping
sound before each verse from Proverbs is read, after the vignette. Each
Popper runs from Off-stage to Center Stage or to the microphone.

VIGNETTE CHARACTERS:
Cast these according to your numbers. One child might have a role in
each vignette, or you may pick a new child for each character.

“Call of the Wise” — Two FOOL DUDES, WISDOM (must be a girl)
“Tongue Piercing” — EMBARRASSED CHILD, three FOOL

DUDES, one WISE GUY
“Mighty Mouth” — One WISE GUY, one FOOL DUDE, TEACHER
“Feast the Peace” — One FOOL DUDE, one WISE GUY, SALLY,

RYAN, BILLY BOB
“Know When to Fold” — Same WISE GUY and FOOL DUDE from

previous vignette
“Right Now!” — One FOOL DUDE, one WISE GUY
“Sad Lad” — One WISE GUY, SAD LAD
“Believe It or Not” — One WISE GUY, one FOOL DUDE,

ANNOUNCER
“Bucket O’ Bad Words” — One WISE GUY, one FOOL DUDE
“Remote Control” — One WISE GUY, FIRST CHILD, SECOND

CHILD, THIRD CHILD, FOURTH CHILD
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PRODUCTION NOTES

Poppin’ Proverbs may be performed as a whole program or as one vignette
per Sunday to illustrate selections from the biblical book of Proverbs.
Each vignette features children acting out a key thought from one Bible
verse.

Scripture References:
“Call of the Wise” — Proverbs 12:15
“Tongue Piercing” — Proverbs 12:18
“Mighty Mouth” — Proverbs 10:8
“Feast the Peace” — Proverbs 17:1
“Know When to Fold” — Proverbs 17:14
“Right Now!” — Proverbs 14:29
“Sad Lad” — Proverbs 17:22
“Believe It or Not” — Proverbs 14:15
“Bucket O’ Bad Words” — Proverbs 10:32
“Remote Control” — Proverbs 15:1

Costumes: WISE GUYS may wear brightly colored T-shirts with “Wise
Guy” printed on the front. FOOL DUDES wear darker T-shirts with
“Fool Dude” on the front. You may use fabric paint or permanent markers
to write the words on the T-shirts, or they may be printed on a cloth or
paper taped in place. PROFESSOR PROVERBS should be dressed like
a version of a crazy scientist or nerd. He/she can have wild hair, glasses,
a bow tie or scarf tied in a bow, etc. POPPERS may wear poppin’ white
T-shirts. The other characters may wear street clothes.

Props: Pile of books or boxes, three blue sheets of paper, pitcher, bowls
for popcorn, popcorn, plate of sandwiches, brooms, bucket, one 12”
balloon, three chairs, cooking pot, uncooked spaghetti, telephone,
remote control. Title signs should be made for each vignette. Be as
creative with these as you wish: Call of the Wise, Tongue Piercing,
Mighty Mouth, Feast the Peace, Know When to Fold, Right Now!, Sad
Lad, Believe It or Not, Bucket O’ Bad Words, Remote Control. Optional:
Balloons for decoration or popping. 

Sound: Microphone for PROFESSOR PROVERBS. Popper noise may be
made with your mouth and finger. Stiffen your cheeks and put your
pointer finger in your mouth with your lips tight around your straight
finger. Holding your breath, push your stiff finger sideways against
your cheek and out your mouth. Pop! Other popping ideas are to use
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bubble wrap, 7” balloons, or party poppers. 
Lighting: General lighting. Optional: spot on Professor Proverbs. 

Set: WISE GUYS and FOOL DUDES sit Upstage Center on stools,
chairs, and on the floor. They are placed behind a center acting area.
The POPPERS are Off-stage. Optional: Decorate stage with brightly
colored balloons.

Music: “The Poppin’ Proverbs Song,” which is interspersed throughout
the script, features original lyrics sung to the familiar tune “Pop Goes
the Weasel.”

All around God’s Kingdom,
The fool ignores his wisdom.
Listen now to the word of the Lord
Pop! (Use popping sound) Goes the Proverb.

Director’s Tips:

1.  Choose a fairly good reader for PROFESSOR PROVERBS.
PROFESSOR PROVERBS may read his part or memorize it. 

2.  Have one child who is especially good with the popping sound be the
official POPPER. If you are using mics, have them run to the
PROFESSOR’s mic each time. If not, they may simply run to the
center. 

3.  The EMBARRASSED CHILD part is a great opportunity for that
wild, over-the-top kid to express himself in a melodramatic way, as
he mimes his dramatic death. 

4.  In the closing segment, you have two choices. One option is to have
each actor read or memorize the entire selection of verses from
where they come in. Or you can have each group read or memorize
their section of the verses only, with the entire cast reading the
concluding verse together. 

5.  Timing is key to the “Remote Control” vignette, but if you rehearse
the forward segment really well, the rewind part comes easier. 

Words Just Heard: Some Scriptures contain words that are difficult to
read or understand. There are some in this script as well. Here is a
heads-up on a few of them. Let your actors know about them before they
start reading the script. You can explain the word’s meaning and teach
them how to pronounce it, or if you need to, use a more understandable
word. 
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Pierce — Stab. 
Public square — This is the center of town or a marketplace where
everyone gathers. 
Instructions — This tells you how to do something. 
Reckless — An uncaring, thoughtless, or dangerous way. 
Breaching — Poking a hole through something. 
Minimum purchase — The lowest amount you are allowed to buy. 
Righteous — Right-acting. 

All Scripture taken from the HOLY BIBLE, NEW INTERNATIONAL
VERSION ®. NIV®. Copyright © 1973, 1978, 1984 by International
Bible Society. Used by permission of Zondervan Publishing House. All
rights reserved.
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(Everyone is in place On-stage. PROFESSOR PROVERBS
steps to center.)

PROFESSOR PROVERBS: Greetings, everyone. My name is
Professor Proverbs. Tonight you will listen, laugh, and
learn about the wide and wonderful world of wisdom.
The book of Proverbs gives a wise person words to live
by. They give the fool something to ignore. Which one
are you? In Proverbs 1, verses 20 and 21 it says,
Wisdom calls aloud in the street, she raises her voice in
the public squares; at the head of the noisy streets she
cries out, in the gateways of the city she makes her
speech. (PROFESSOR PROVERBS returns to stool.)

Call of the Wise

POPPERS: (Enter Stage Right to center with title sign saying
Call of the Wise and sing The Poppin’ Proverbs Song.) 

All around God’s kingdom,
The fool ignores his wisdom. 
Listen now to the word of the Lord. 
Pop! (Use popping sound) Goes the Proverb. 

POPPER 1: Proverbs 12:15. 
POPPER 2: Call of the Wise. (POPPERS exit Stage Left.)
WISDOM: (Enters Stage Right, crosses to center, and begins to

shout at the audience.) Hey! Hey, you! Don’t fill that water
so full — you’re going to spill it. Don’t run with
scissors! Tell the truth, because lying can only get you
into trouble. Did you remember to get your coat before
you left the house? (Two FOOL DUDES go Upstage Right
to a pile of books. One of the FOOL DUDES begins loading
up the other with books or boxes, one at a time. The stack gets
higher as they talk until eventually he can barely see over it.)

FOOL DUDE 1: You know, Wisdom, you are way too bossy. 
FOOL DUDE 2: Why should we listen to you? 
FOOL DUDE 1: Yeah, what do you know anyway? What
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makes you so smart? 
WISDOM: You’d better be careful. I would advise your

friend to help you with those books. You can’t even see
over the top of them. 

FOOL DUDE 1: Nah, I can handle it. I don’t need anyone. I
get all A’s in school, and I’m on the basketball team. 

WISDOM: That doesn’t make you wise, and I don’t think it
is wise to load yourself up like that. 

FOOL DUDE 1: Oh, be quiet, Miss Bossy! (He maneuvers across
the stage with a lot of comic close calls. He goes from Upstage
Right to Downstage Left. WISDOM has stepped back. FOOL
DUDE 2 goes with him, worriedly spreading his arms out in
case he drops the books, but FOOL DUDE 1 makes it to the
other side. FOOL DUDE 2 ends up Stage Left of FOOL DUDE
1.)

FOOL DUDE 1: (To WISDOM) See, I told you I didn’t need
your advice. (He turns around, runs into FOOL DUDE 2,
and drops the books.)

POPPER: (Runs up.) Pop! (Exits.)
PROFESSOR PROVERBS: Proverbs 12:15: The way of a fool

seems right to him, but a wise man listens to advice.
(WISDOM and POPPER exit. FOOL DUDES return to their
seats at Upstage Center.)

Tongue Piercing

POPPERS: (Enter left, hold up sign saying Tongue Piercing, and
sing The Poppin’ Proverbs Song.) 

All around God’s kingdom, 
The fool ignores his wisdom. 
Listen now to the word of the Lord. 
Pop! (Use popping sound) Goes the Proverb. 

POPPER 1: Proverbs 12:18. 
POPPER 2: Tongue piercing. (POPPERS exit right.

EMBARRASSED CHILD, whose shirt is obviously on
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backward, walks to Center Stage. One FOOL DUDE stops
him by calling to him.)

FOOL DUDE: Hey, genius! You have your shirt on
backwards. (EMBARRASSED CHILD stops and looks at
shirt, upset. Other FOOLS shout out insults to him from
their seats. He pretends he is being hit or stabbed at each one
until he is lying on the floor, motionless.)

FOOL DUDES: (Ad-lib insults) What a moron. You must be
blind. I mean, did you dress in the dark this morning?
How could you be so stupid? Yeah, what is it,
backwards day? Or are you just backwards?
(EMBARRASSED CHILD is lying still on the floor.)

WISE GUY: (Goes to EMBARRASSED CHILD.) Don’t listen to
them. You just made a simple mistake. Everyone makes
mistakes sometimes. Don’t be so hard on yourself. (He
helps the child up. EMBARRASSED CHILD checks for stab
wounds, finds none, and skips happily Off-stage. WISE GUY
smiles at audience and returns to seat. FOOL DUDES return
to seats at Upstage Center.)

POPPER: (Runs up.) Pop! (Exits.)
PROFESSOR PROVERBS: Proverbs 12:18: Reckless words

pierce like a sword, but the tongue of the wise brings
healing. 

Mighty Mouth

POPPERS: (Enter from Stage Right, hold up Mighty Mouth sign,
and sing The Poppin’ Proverbs Song.)

All around God’s kingdom, 
The fool ignores his wisdom. 
Listen now to the word of the Lord. 
Pop! (Use popping sound) Goes the Proverb. 

POPPER 1: Proverbs 10:8. 
POPPER 2: Mighty Mouth. (POPPERS exit left. TEACHER,

WISE GUY, and FOOL DUDE come to center. Each has a
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sheet of blue paper and a chair. TEACHER is center. They
sit.)

TEACHER: OK, let me show you how to fold this paper
project. (Use any origami familiar to you, such as a hat or
a boat.) When we are done, you can go out to recess.
Watch carefully and listen. (TEACHER begins folding.)
First you fold it in half, and then you fold these pieces
down. (Change wording to suit your particular project.)
Watch me now. (FOOL DUDE and WISE GUY begin
folding.)

FOOL DUDE: Don’t worry, teacher, I know how to do it. I
have made much harder things than this. I’m sure I can
figure it out. Did I tell you my grandma is coming to
visit tomorrow? She has a bad back and …

TEACHER: Wait, kids, that’s not quite right. Let me show
you. You need to fold this piece first. (WISE GUY nods
and folds. FOOL DUDE continues to talk.)

FOOL DUDE: My grandma’s first name is Maggie. I think
it’s a nice name. I don’t call her that, though. I call her,
you know, Grandma. Do you like my new shoes? I think
they make me run fast. 

WISE GUY: Is this how, Teacher? (She holds it up.)
TEACHER: Yes, then turn it around this way …
WISE GUY: Like this? 
TEACHER: Now you’ve got it. 
FOOL DUDE: My grandma is going to have an operation on

Saturday. This paper is blue. I love blue. It’s the color
of the sky and the ocean. I hate pollution, don’t you? 

WISE GUY: I’m done. Can I go play now? 
TEACHER: Yes, of course. (WISE GUY exits.)
FOOL DUDE: Done? Wait a minute. I want to play too! 
TEACHER: You haven’t finished. 
FOOL DUDE: It’s too hard. I can’t do it. 
TEACHER: I tried to tell you how, but …
FOOL DUDE: I think she cheated somehow. I would never
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cheat. My grandma taught me not to. Did I tell you that
my brother broke his arm yesterday? We were at the
store and all of a sudden right in aisle three he … (Freeze)

POPPER: (Runs up.) Pop! (Exits.)
PROFESSOR PROVERBS: Proverbs 10:8: The wise in heart

accept commands, but a chattering fool comes to ruin.
(All return to places.)

Feast the Peace

POPPERS: (Enter left, hold up Feast the Peace sign, and sing
The Poppin’ Proverbs Song.) All around God’s kingdom, 

The fool ignores his wisdom. 
Listen now to the word of the Lord. 
Pop! (Use popping sound) Goes the Proverb. 

POPPER 1: Proverbs 17:1. 
POPPER 2: Feast the Peace. (POPPERS exit right. SALLY,

RYAN, BILLY BOB, and FOOL DUDE enter from Stage
Right and sit on the floor. They set out props — pitcher, bowl
with popcorn, bowls, and plate of sandwiches — on the floor.
WISE GUY comes over to them and sits.)

WISE GUY: Wow, what great looking snacks — popcorn and
peanut butter sandwiches. 

FOOL DUDE: Lemonade, too. 
WISE GUY: This is really cool. Pass the popcorn, please. 
FOOL DUDE: Wait — me first! (He tries to grab the bowl from

RYAN.)
RYAN: Hey! I’m not done. 
SALLY: Ryan, don’t take it all! 
RYAN: I’m not. (SALLY grabs at the bowl and they fight over it,

popcorn spilling everywhere.)
FOOL DUDE: Give me the salt. 
BILLY BOB: Can’t you say please? 
FOOL DUDE: Just give it to me, knucklehead. 
BILLY BOB: Who are you calling a knucklehead? 
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SALLY: Don’t be so rude and give me a sandwich. Now! 
BILLY BOB: Did you just call me a cow? (He throws some

popcorn at her. All ad-lib quarreling. WISE GUY grabs a
sandwich and goes to other side of the stage and eats. All freeze
at first bite.)

POPPER: (Runs up.) Pop! (Exits.)
PROFESSOR PROVERBS: Proverbs 17:1: Better a dry crust

with peace and quiet than a house full of feasting, with
strife. (All stay frozen.)

Know When to Fold

POPPERS: (Enter right, hold up Know When to Fold sign, and
sing.) All around God’s kingdom, 

The fool ignores his wisdom. 
Listen now to the words of the Lord. 
Pop! (Use popping sound) Goes the Proverb. 

POPPER 1: Proverbs 17:14. 
POPPER 2: Know When to Fold. (They exit left. FOOL DUDE

comes from arguers and goes over to WISE GUY. The others
quietly go back to their places.)

FOOL DUDE: (Sits.) Wow! That was something, wasn’t it? 
WISE GUY: It sure was. 
FOOL DUDE: I’m glad I’m not like they are, all angry and

arguing and stuff. 
WISE GUY: What do you mean? You were the worst one! 
FOOL DUDE: (Stands.) Me! What are you talking about? I

was very calm and sweet, even. 
WISE GUY: (Stands.) How can you say that? Did you hear

yourself? Why, you were … you … you … and you said
… and … and … Ohhhh, just drop it! (FOOL DUDE’s
expression gets angrier and angrier as he listens to WISE
GUY. After WISE GUY stops himself, he goes back to his
place. FOOL DUDE shrugs and goes back too.)

POPPER: (Runs up.) Pop! (Exits.)
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PROFESSOR PROVERBS: Proverbs 17:14: Starting a
quarrel is like breaching a dam; so drop the matter
before a dispute breaks out. (POPPERS come On-stage
and sweep up popcorn and exit.)

Right Now! 

POPPERS: (Enter left, hold up Right Now! sign, and sing The
Poppin’ Proverbs Song.) All around God’s kingdom, 

The fool ignores his wisdom. 
Listen now to the word of the Lord. 
Pop! (Use popping sound) Goes the Proverb. 

POPPER 1: Proverbs 14:29. 
POPPER 2: Right Now! (They exit right. FOOL DUDE and

WISE GUY cross to center, holding a pot. Inside is uncooked
spaghetti, but the audience can’t see it.)

FOOL DUDE: I want it now! Right now! 
WISE GUY: Just wait. It isn’t done yet. 
FOOL DUDE: But I can’t wait. I’m hungry right now — this

second. If I don’t eat, I am going to die probably. I
want it now, now, now! (He jumps up and down, tantrum-
style.)

WISE GUY: Look, you don’t understand. If you can just be
patient like me, you will be much better off. 

FOOL DUDE: No, I want it right now. Give it to me. Now! 
WISE GUY: But it still needs to …
FOOL DUDE: Now! 
WISE GUY: (Shrugs.) OK, here it is. (WISE GUY hands FOOL

DUDE uncooked spaghetti noodles. FOOL DUDE takes a big
crunchy bite, then makes a face and runs Off-stage.)

POPPER: (Runs up.) Pop! (Exits.)
PROFESSOR PROVERBS: Proverbs 14:29: A patient man has

great understanding, but a quick-tempered man displays
folly. (POPPER and WISE GUY exit.)
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Sad Lad

POPPERS: (Enter right, hold up Sad Lad sign, and sing The
Poppin’ Proverbs Song.) All around God’s kingdom, 

The fool ignores his wisdom. 
Listen now to the word of the Lord. 
Pop! (Use popping sound) Goes the Proverb. 

POPPER 1: Proverbs 17:22. 
POPPER 2: Sad Lad. (POPPERS exit left. SAD LAD goes to

center. His head is down and he shuffles his feet. He looks
depressed and sad. WISE GUY goes to him, smiling and
happy looking.)

WISE GUY: Hi! Isn’t it a beautiful day? 
SAD LAD: It doesn’t matter. I’m going to have an awful day. 
WISE GUY: How can you know that? 
SAD LAD: I have five tests today, and I just know I’ll have

a lot of homework. Plus, it’s been raining all week, so
we’ve missed recess every day. Oh, and I think I’m
getting a cold. And to top it off, I have chores to do
when I get home. I feel just awful. 

WISE GUY: But today is a beautiful day. The sun is shining,
and we can have recess outside. 

SAD LAD: That’s true. 
WISE GUY: And if you have all those tests now, you won’t

have any again for a long while. 
SAD LAD: That’s true. 
WISE GUY: And if you have a lot of tests today, you

probably won’t have any homework assigned. 
SAD LAD: That’s true. But I do have some projects to do. 
WISE GUY: No assigned homework means you can get the

projects out of the way. 
SAD LAD: That’s true. What about my chores? 
WISE GUY: What are they? 
SAD LAD: Well, I forgot to make my bed this morning. 
WISE GUY: That’s it? 
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SAD LAD: It seemed like a lot more a minute ago. 
WISE GUY: There, you see? Before you know it, I’m sure

your cold will be gone too. 
SAD LAD: Cold? What cold? I’m feeling much better.

Thanks. (WISE GUY and SAD LAD exit.)
POPPER: (Runs up.) Pop! (Exits.)
PROFESSOR PROVERBS: Proverbs 17:22: A cheerful heart

is good medicine, but a crushed spirit dries up the
bones. 

Believe It or Not

POPPERS: (Enter left, hold up Believe It or Not sign, and sing
The Poppin’ Proverbs Song.) All around God’s kingdom, 

The fool ignores his wisdom. 
Listen now to the word of the Lord. 
Pop! (Use popping sound) Goes the Proverb. 

POPPER 1: Proverbs 14:15. 
POPPER 2: Believe It or Not. (POPPERS exit right. WISE

GUY and FOOL DUDE sit on the floor next to a telephone,
facing audience, and one of them pretends to turn on a TV
with a remote control.)

ANNOUNCER: (From Off-stage) Yes, it’s true. You too can
have beautiful, full, shiny hair. All you have to do is
buy “Fabo.” And if you order now, you will also receive
the bottle it comes in. Free! All for a low, low price of
sixty-five dollars. Order now. Just dial 555-6123. 

FOOL DUDE: Wow! Only sixty-five dollars? I’ve got to get
that! (He dials phone and speaks into it.) Yes, I’ll buy one
bottle of “Fabo.” Send it out special delivery. (Hangs
up.) Oh boy, I can’t wait. 

WISE GUY: Just a minute. How do you know that really
works? 

FOOL DUDE: Duuuuh! Because it said so on TV. 
ANNOUNCER: (From Off-stage) Let’s take a look at this next
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miracle product. It will clean your floors, doors, pots
and pans. It will perk up your plants and make your
skin glow. Only ten dollars a bottle. Minimum
purchase, one hundred bottles. 

FOOL DUDE: Yeah, I could really use that. (WISE GUY just
shakes his head.)

ANNOUNCER: (From Off-stage) Here we have a product that
will grow your hair back. “Grow Mo’.” Never be bald 
again! You will be the most popular person in your
neighborhood. 

FOOL DUDE: All right! (He grabs the phone again.)
WISE GUY: Stop! You aren’t even bald! 
FOOL DUDE: Yeah, but I want to be popular. 
WISE GUY: Look, do you believe everything you hear? 
FOOL DUDE: (Shakes head yes.) Noooo. 
WISE GUY: If the TV said you should jump off a bridge,

would you? 
FOOL DUDE: They did? Cool. I’ll go get my swimming

trunks. 
WISE GUY: Wait! You need to learn to think before you start

jumping off bridges. Don’t just take anybody’s word for
things without thinking about whether it really makes
sense. 

FOOL DUDE: What about the news? They have to be right,
don’t they? Did you hear that if you eat blue jellybeans,
you will get foot and mouth disease? (Sigh) I loved blue
jellybeans. And what about Jimmy? He’s really smart.
He told me that if I stuck my tongue out, rubbed my
tummy, patted my head, crossed my eyes, and wished
very, very hard, my wish would come true. 

WISE GUY: So did it work? 
FOOL DUDE: I couldn’t do it all at the same time. I guess

I’ll never get my wish. (He tries to do it all at once, then
all freeze.)

POPPER: (Runs up.) Pop! (Exits.)
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